
Introduction

A Rose for Emily Lesson Plan is a valuable topic for ESL learning as it provides an in-

depth exploration of American literature and culture. The lesson plan centers

around the analysis of William Faulkner's renowned short story, "A Rose for Emily,"

offering students the opportunity to improve their language skills while delving into

themes such as tradition, societal change, and personal identity. By engaging with

this lesson, students can enhance their English language proficiency through

reading comprehension, vocabulary building, and critical thinking exercises.

Moreover, the subject matter allows students to expand their cultural awareness by

examining the complexities of southern society in a historical context.

Vocabulary Building

Vocab

Vocab Definition

Southern

Gothic

A subgenre of Gothic fiction that focuses on the American South, often

characterized by themes of decay, grotesque, and the macabre.

Tradition
The customs, beliefs, or practices that are passed down from generation to

generation within a society.

Isolation The state of being separated from others or feeling alone.

[Miss] Emily

Grierson

[Miss] Emily Grierson is the main character in 'A Rose for Emily,' depicting

a woman living in isolation and struggling with change.

Decay The gradual deterioration or decline of something over time.

Contextual Usage



1. The short story 'A Rose for Emily' falls under the genre of Southern Gothic

literature, portraying eerie settings and peculiar characters.

2. The theme of tradition is evident throughout the narrative as it highlights Miss

Emily's family history and its impact on her life.

3. Miss Emily's isolation from the townspeople underscores the theme of loneliness

and seclusion.

4. In 'A Rose for Emily,' readers witness the slow decay of both Miss Emily’s mental

state and her family home as symbols representing societal changes.

ESL Warm-up Activity

To set the stage for the lesson on 'A Rose for Emily,' start with an engaging warm-

up activity. Provide students with a series of mysterious, yet related, images or text

snippets related to southern gothic settings and characters. Encourage them to

speculate and discuss in small groups what they believe might be the connection

between these elements. This not only piques their curiosity but also introduces

them to the eerie ambiance often found in Southern Gothic literature. After sharing

their ideas, lead a brief discussion on how these initial impressions relate to the

themes they may encounter in 'A Rose for Emily.' This ensures that students are

hooked into the world of Faulkner’s narrative before delving into its text.

Main ESL Lesson Activities

Vocabulary Activity: Character Analysis

Divide the class into small groups and assign each group a character from 'A Rose

for Emily.' Instruct them to brainstorm adjectives that describe their assigned

character's personality or traits. After a designated time, have each group present

their findings, encouraging explanations for their choices.



Reading and Writing Activity: Letter Writing

Ask students to imagine they are residents of Jefferson writing anonymous letters

about Miss Emily’s reclusive behavior. Instruct them to adopt the perspectives of

various townspeople and compose letters reflecting their opinions. This activity

encourages critical thinking and understanding differing viewpoints.

Listening Activity: Audio Discussion

Play an audio excerpt of a key scene from the story without revealing the context.

Have students note down their emotional reactions or guesses about the

characters' thoughts and feelings during this scene. Follow this with a group

discussion on how misconceptions can arise without full context, paralleling it with

misunderstandings within society.

Roleplay Activity: Time Shift

Have students act out scenes depicting different time periods in Miss Emily’s life –

one group portraying Miss Emily at her youthful prime, while another embodies her

in later years. This exercise not only reinforces comprehension but also explores

character development over time in an engaging manner.

ESL Homework Assignment

For homework, encourage students to write a modern-day adaptation of the story 'A

Rose for Emily.' They can either set it in a different cultural context or adapt the plot

to a contemporary setting. Additionally, they should include a brief explanation of

how their changes uphold or challenge the original themes and messages within

Faulkner's narrative. This task extends their engagement with the text and

encourages critical thinking about timeless themes in diverse contexts.



Conclusion

Summary

Throughout this lesson plan on 'A Rose for Emily,' students have delved into the

complexities of Southern Gothic literature, exploring themes of tradition, isolation,

and societal change. They have honed their language skills through various

activities that encouraged critical thinking and in-depth analysis.

Reflection

As students reflect on their journey with 'A Rose for Emily,' they can apply the

language development experiences gained from this lesson to future literary

analyses and discussions. By engaging with complex texts such as this, students

strengthen their vocabulary, comprehension, and cultural awareness – essential

tools for effective language acquisition.

Why this topic is great for ESL

learning

The 'A Rose for Emily' lesson plan is highly valuable for ESL learning as it presents a

compelling narrative rich in cultural and historical themes. By engaging with this

iconic piece of American literature, students not only enhance their language skills

but also gain insights into the complexities of society and human experiences,

thereby broadening their cultural competence. The story's evocative language and

thought-provoking themes provide ample opportunities for language practice and

critical thinking, making it an ideal resource for ESL classrooms.


